Maine Drilling & Blasting, Inc.

423 Brunswick Avenue
Gardiner, ME 04345

Telephone: 207-582-2338 • Fax: 207-582-8794
Web site: www.mainedrilling.com
E-mail: kguerin@mdandb.com

No. of Employees: 300
Year Founded: 1966

Description:
Maine Drilling & Blasting has earned its reputation as one of the safest, most experienced drilling and blasting companies in the Northeast. Since 1966, the Company has performed over one million controlled blasts for highways, site development, quarries, houses lots, utilities and marine work. MD&B has drilled some of the most aesthetic pre-split faces, helped develop over 120 quarries, installed hundreds of rock bolts, mechanically broken thousands of cubic yards of rock with hoe rams, and worked extensively on specialty projects from hydro-electric to ski-slope development.

At the forefront of industry technology, MD&B blasters and drillers rely on the most advanced topographical information, computerized simulation, laser profiling, and bore tracking. In 2004 the Company became the first contractor in the country to construct and operate its own bulk explosives blending/loading plant. In 2006, they took their bulk program modular improving the Company’s commitment to local market areas. In 2008 and 2009 MD&B developed proprietary delivery systems making bulk even more accessible for both small construction jobs and large remote projects.

Markets Served:
The Company has local crews operating throughout the Northeast with five construction divisions serving New Hampshire, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, Vermont/New York), and a Mine/Quarry division that services New England and New York. MD&B has emerged as a leader in the Energy market on projects that range from pipelines to wind farms and more all over the Northeast.

Major Product Lines:
Recognized as an industry leader in drilling and blasting services, MD&B also offers a variety of specialty services: Rock Bolting, Hoe Ramming, Value Engineering, Public Relations, Pre-Blast Surveys, Packaged and Bulk Explosive Distribution, Project Facilitation Services and Remote Access Efficiencies.

Product Support:
Operations are supported by several departments: Safety, Technical, Equipment, Purchasing, Mobilization and Engineering. Additionally, the Company is supported with 12 operating explosive distribution facilities strategically located throughout the Northeast.
Isolated project?

Maine Drilling & Blasting has the experience, expertise and equipment necessary to pioneer any terrain and the most isolated locations imaginable.

Whether we’re drilling and blasting access roads and foundations for wind farms, or pipeline trench, our energy projects usually span miles of isolated and difficult-to-access geography. Maine Drilling & Blasting has tackled the toughest of situations. We have unique talents and characteristics that allow us to offer one-of-a-kind service to customers.

Together, our ingenuity and our corporate culture have enabled us to succeed at projects with logistic challenges. We’ve developed the ability and equipment it takes to perform projects efficiently. Being proactive in facing the challenges of remote projects, MD&B has adapted and even engineered our own transports capable of bringing our crews, product and supplies to very hard-to-reach places with terrain many consider impassable.

- Getting people in
- Getting product in
- Maximum efficiency in extreme conditions
- Remote relocation

Not only do we have the necessary resources, here at Maine Drilling & Blasting, we have dedicated employees who willingly relocate to get remote energy projects done as quickly and efficiently as possible. We work with the unity of a family and the determination of business owners. And we’d like to work for you.